Introduction
order to increase the spectrum efficiency as shown in Figure 1 (b) . Six virtual microcells with a coverage radius of r m around the central microcell will be formed as six clusters. We proposed to use a DIP as a clusterhead in each virtual microcell for CMCN. A DIP is a wireless communication device, which has no wired interface. This is different from a BS, which may have a wired interface to a mobile switching center (MSC). Next, DIPs can be mobile and can be relocated anywhere to provide services while the locations of BSs are fixed due to the wired (or microwave) connection to MSC. The function of a DIP includes allocating channels to the MSs within its microcell, selecting a MS as a RS, and determining the routing path. Specially, DIPs can help the BS to perform the function of authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA). For example, a DIP is able to authorize a MS to relay the traffic for another MS. Different from ARSs in iCAR (Wu et al., 2001) or wireless ports in (Kudoh & Adachi, 2005) and (Liu et al., 2006) , DIPs are not involved in data relaying. Hence, no worry about the capacity saturation problem, such as the load balancing considered in (Liu et al., 2006) for RSs, is concerned. Earlier researches have established that as long as there is a large number of MSs in the service area, it is not difficult for a DIP to find a RS. As a DIP only helps exchange the control/signaling information with a BS and MSs through the control channels, its complexity is much lower than a BS, so does the cost. We assume that a DIP is installed in the center of a virtual microcell. The BS covers the central microcell and six DIPs cover the six virtual microcells. Each virtual microcell is divided into two regions: inner half and outer half. The inner half is near the central microcell. For example, as shown in Figure 1 (b), for virtual microcell 1, area A is the inner half and area B is the outer half. This structure is named as seven-cell CMCN architecture. In CMCN, BSs will have two levels of transmit power, P data and P control . As referred to Figure  1 (b), P data is used for a BS to transmit data packets including acknowledgement packets within its coverage area with a radius of r m in the central microcell. P data is also used for a MS to transmit data or control packets for a transmission range of radius, r m . P control is used by the BS for transmitting the control/signaling packets between a BS and a DIP inside a virtual macrocell with a radius of r M so that the BS is able to exchange the control/signaling information with every DIP.
Proposed fixed channel assignment scheme
In traditional SCNs, the channels assigned for uplink and downlink transmissions are balanced in every cell for symmetric traffic, such as voice calls. The number of channels assigned to the uplink and downlink for each call is the same. In practice, the FCA in SCNs normally assigns the same number of channels for uplink and downlink transmissions in each cell. However, in CMCN, taking both uplink and downlink transmissions into consideration, the channel assignment for uplink and downlink transmissions of a call is unbalanced. Thus we propose an AFCA to assign different number of uplink and downlink channels in each cell to provide the optimal capacity. For AFCA in CMCN, each central/virtual microcell is assigned a set of channels for the uplink and downlink according to the AFCA rules. As shown in Figure 2 , the channel assignment to calls in CMCN can be implemented as follows: 1) One-Hop Calls: If a MS, MS 1, originates a new call from the central microcell, it will require one uplink channel and one downlink channel. If all the uplink channels in the central microcell are occupied, or all the downlink channels in the central microcell are occupied, that new call will be blocked. Thus, a one-hop call takes one uplink channel and one downlink channel from the central microcell.
2) Two-Hop Calls: If a MS, MS 2 , originates a new call from the inner half of the i th virtual microcell, for uplink transmission, it will request an uplink channel belonging to the i th virtual microcell from its DIP. Since the DIP is assigned a set of channels for use in its microcell, it will know the availability of channel within its virtual microcell to assign a free channel to that MS, MS 2 . Then, the DIP will help find a MS, RS 0 , in the central microcell as a RS, which will request another uplink channel belonging to the central microcell for relaying the call to BS. Thus, that new two-hop call will occupy one uplink channel from the i th virtual microcell and one uplink channel from the central microcell for uplink transmission. For downlink transmission, it requires two downlink channels from the central microcell, one for the BS to the RS, RS 0 , and the other for RS 0 to the MS, MS 2 . Therefore, as shown in Figure  2 , a two-hop call, originated by MS 2 , requires one uplink channel belonging to the central microcell and one uplink channel belonging to the i th virtual microcell, and two downlink channels belonging to the central microcell. That is why the channel assignment to the uplink and downlink is unbalanced in each virtual or central microcell. A new call will be blocked if either of the following conditions comes into existence: (i) there is no free uplink channel in the i th virtual microcell; (ii) there is no free uplink channel in the central microcell; (iii) there are less than two free downlink channels in the central microcell. When the call is completed, the MS, MS 2 , in the virtual microcell will inform its DIP to release the channels for its call. Then, the DIP can update the channel status accordingly.
3) Three-Hop Calls: If a MS, MS 3 , originates a new call from the outer half of the i th virtual microcell, for uplink transmission, it will require two uplink channels belonging to the i th virtual microcell from the DIP. This is because it takes two hops to reach the central microcell, as shown in Figure 2 . Then, it will request one more uplink channel belonging to central microcell for a relay MS in the central microcell. For downlink transmission, it will require two downlink channels from the central microcell-one for the BS to the RS in the central microcell and the other for the RS in the central microcell to the RS in the i th virtual microcell. It will require one more downlink channel from i th virtual microcell, for the downlink transmission from the RS in the i th virtual microcell to the MS. As shown in Figure  2 , a three-hop call, originated by MS 3 , requires two uplink channels in the i th virtual microcell and one uplink channel in the central microcell, and one downlink channel from the i th virtual microcell and two downlink channels from the central microcell. A call will be blocked if either of the following conditions fails: (i) there is at least one free uplink channel in the central microcell; (ii) there at least two free uplink channels in the i th virtual microcell; (iii) there are at least two free downlink channels in the central microcell; (4) there is at least one free downlink channel in the i th virtual microcell. Similarly, when the call is completed, the MS, MS 3 , in the virtual microcell will inform its DIP to release the channels for its call. Then, the DIP can update the channel status accordingly. In traditional SCNs as shown in Figure 1 (a), if there are 70 uplink/downlink channels in the system, under the uniform FCA with a reuse factor of 7, each macrocell will be assigned 10 uplink/downlink channels. However, in our proposed CMCN architecture, as shown in Figure 1 (b), each macrocell is split into one central microcell and six virtual microcells. Under the AFCA for CMCN, each (virtual or central) microcell is assigned N U uplink and N D downlink channels, whereas the FCA in SCNs allocates the same number of channels for the uplink and downlink. For inter-macrocell traffic of MCN (Hsu & Lin, 2002) , as the BS in the central microcell is involved in all the calls including its own microcell and the surrounding six virtual microcells, more channels should be assigned to the central microcell in order to reduce the call blocking probability. If X U uplink and X D downlink channels are taken from each of the six surrounding virtual microcells, 6X U uplink and 6X D downlink channels can be added to the central microcell. The optimum uplink and downlink channel assignment to the system will be studied later.
Analytical models
To analyze the AFCA scheme in CMCN, we first study a hypothetical two-cell CMCN. Based on the methodology developed for the two-cell CMCN, we analyze the proposed AFCA scheme for the seven-cell CMCN. To make the problem tractable, we have assumed low mobility such that no handover or channel reassignment is required. Next, we have considered that it takes at most three hops for a MS to reach the BS. And the transmission range of a MS for each hop is the same. In our analysis, we are considering a TDMA cellular system, in which the uplink and downlink channels are separated by half of the total allocated bandwidth. In traditional cellular systems, the uplink channel assignment and downlink channel assignment are symmetric. Thus, if the uplink is blocked, then the downlink is also blocked due to the symmetry between the uplink and the downlink channel assignment and symmetric uplink and downlink bandwidth allocation. Researchers usually study the channel assignment regardless of uplink and downlink in the literature. However, channel assignment in CMCN is different from that in traditional cellular systems that the uplink and downlink channel assignments are not symmetric. Specifically, for multihop calls, the downlink channel assignment requires more channels than the uplink channel assignment in the central microcells in CMCN. In addition, since uplink channel assignment and downlink channel assignment are independent in CMCN, the uplink blocking is independent of the downlink blocking. Hence, we are able to analyze the uplink and downlink performance separately. In fact, the uplink/downlink channel assignment does not imply the downlink/uplink channel available. On the contrary, a call is blocked if either uplink or downlink channel assignment is unsuccessful. Therefore, we have to consider the channel assignment for uplink and downlink transmission separately in order to study the distinct feature of CMCN. Otherwise, we are not able to find whether the call blocking is due to lack of uplink channels or it is due to lack of downlink channels. We consider a hypothetical two-cell CMCN with the assumption that cell A and cell B have the same area. As shown in Figure 3 , cell B is equally divided into two regions, B 1 and B 2 . N 0 uplink channels and N 1 uplink channels are assigned to cell A and cell B, respectively. For uplink transmission, upon a call arrival in cell A, one channel will be assigned to the call, if any; otherwise, the call is blocked. This type of call is considered as one-hop call. Call arrivals in the sub-cell B 1 are considered as two-hop calls and call arrivals in sub-cell B 2 are considered as three-hop calls. For a two-hop call arrival, if there is at least one channel available in cell A and at least one channel available in cell B, then the call is accepted and two channels are assigned to the link, one from the cell A and one from the cell B; otherwise, the two-hop call is blocked. Similarly, when a three-hop call arrives, if there is at least one channel available in cell A and at least two channels available in cell B, the call is accepted; otherwise, the three-hop call is blocked. The proposed AFCA scheme with a hypothetical two-cell CMCN for uplink transmission can be modeled by a three-dimensional Markov chain. For example, if N 0 =4 and N 1 =4, the Markov chain is shown in Figure 4 . All the states form a set Π, which is given by
Analytical models for uplink
where x, y and z stands for the number of one-hop, two-hop and three-hop calls, respectively. is the total call arrival rate. With uniform call arrivals, the call arrival rates are 1 = /2, 2 = /4 and 3 = /4 for one-hop, two-hop and three-hop calls, respectively. The corresponding service rates for three types of calls from state (x, y, z) (
The total state probability sums to unity, i.e.,
For a set Π with m states, the array of global-balance equations can be transformed as 
Note that the states in Π are indexed, state i corresponds to (x i , y i , z i ). By solving the matrix equation, we can get the matrix [P], which includes the probability for each state in Π. Denote P bi as the average call blocking probability of i th -hop calls, which is defined as the ratio of the number of blocked i th -hop calls and the total number of call arrivals for i th -hop calls over the whole virtual macrocell area. Then, we have 
Finally, the average uplink blocking probability of the system is given by
The seven-cell CMCN model shown in Figure 1( into N r microcells. The channel assignment procedures will be different and the multidimensional Markov chain needs to be reconstructed. Three types of new calls are originated from the system. They are calls originated from the central microcell, inner-half and outer-half virtual microcell as one-hop, two-hop and threehop calls, respectively. With uniform call arrivals, we have 1 = /7, 2 = 3 /7, 3 = 3 /7; where 1, 2 and 3 are the call arrival rates for one-hop, two-hop and three-hop calls, respectively. And is the call arrival rate to a macrocell as shown in Figure 1 (b) . Hence the offered traffic load is ρ 1 = 1 / , ρ 2 = 2 / and ρ 3 = 3 / for one-hop, two-hop and three-hop calls, respectively. 1/ is average call duration. The offered traffic load per macrocell is given by ρ = / .
For the seven-cell CMCN, the AFCA scheme can be modeled using a 13-dimensional Markov chain. The central microcell is assigned with N 0 channels and each of the six surrounding virtual microcells is assigned with N 1 channels. As shown in Figure 1( 
A state transition can be caused by one of the following six events: an arrival of one-hop, two-hop or three-hop call; a departure of one-hop, two-hop or three-hop call. There are maximally 26 possible transitions for a state in the Markov chain model for seven-cell CMCNs. By comparing the state number of two states, we can obtain the transition rates. Applying the global-balance theory (Kleinrock, 1975) , we can obtain one equation for each state. For example, as shown in Figure 5 , for a state s 1 we may have, Then, the average call blocking probability, P b,U , is given by (13). The exact model may result in excessive long computational time, especially for large N 0 and N 1 . To reduce the computational load, we find an approximated model with much fewer states to analyze the AFCA scheme and the detailed analysis is available in (Li & Chong, 2010) .
Analytical models for downlink
To analyze the AFCA scheme in CMCN with downlink transmission, again we first study the hypothetical two-cell CMCN model. After that, we analyze the proposed AFCA scheme for seven-cell CMCN model based on the methodology developed for the hypothetical twocell CMCN model. We consider the two-cell CMCN as shown in Figure 3 . The BS is located in cell A, which has the same area with cell B, the virtual microcell. Cell B is equally divided into two regions, B 1 and B 2 , and B 1 is next to cell A. N 0 downlink channels and N 1 downlink channels are assigned to cell A and cell B, respectively. For downlink transmission, a call arrival in cell A, considered as a one-hop call, will require one downlink channel, if any. Otherwise, the call is blocked. Call arrivals in the region B 1 are considered as two-hop calls, each of which takes two downlink channels from cell A. Call arrivals in region B 2 are considered as three-hop calls, each of which takes two downlink channels from cell A and one downlink channel from cell B. For a new two-hop call, if there are at least two downlink channels available in cell A, then the call is accepted; otherwise, the call is blocked. Similarly, when a three-hop call arrives, if there are at least two downlink channels available in cell A and at least one downlink channels available in cell B, the call is accepted. Otherwise, the call is blocked.
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For downlink transmission, the AFCA scheme with the hypothetical two-cell CMCN can be modeled by a three-dimensional Markov chain. For example, if N 0 =4 and N 1 =2, the Markov chain can be drawn as Figure 6 . All the states form a set Π,
where x, y, z stands for the number of one-hop, two-hop and three-hop calls, respectively. With uniform call arrivals, the call arrival rates are 1 = /2, 2 = /4 and 3 = /4 for onehop, two-hop and three-hop calls, respectively. is total call arrival rate to the two-cell CMCN. The corresponding service rates for three types of calls from state (x, y, z) are
where i and i (x, y, z) are the arrival rate and the service rate for i-hop calls, respectively. 1/ is the average call duration and ρ = / gives the offered traffic per two-cell CMCN in Erlangs.
Next, we apply the global balance theory (Kleinrock, 1975 ) and obtain a global-balance equation for each state in Π. For example, for state (1,0,0) in Figure 6 , we have (
where P(x, y, z) is the probability of state (x, y, z). Then we have (
The total state probability sums to unity, i.e., (,,) By solving the matrix equation, we can get the matrix [P], which includes the probability for each state in Π. Then, the blocking probability for one-hop, two-hop and three-hop calls can be calculated as follows: 
Finally, the average blocking probability, P b,D , of the system for downlink is given by
The seven-cell CMCN model shown in Figure 1(b) is used to analyze the performance of the proposed AFCA scheme. For simplicity, again N r =7 is used in the analysis. The methodology can be applied for other N r . Thus, each macrocell area is divided into N r microcells. The channel assignment procedures will be different and the multi-dimensional Markov chain needs to be reconstructed. Three types of new calls are originated from the system. They are calls originated from the central, inner-half and outer-half microcell as one-hop, two-hop and three-hop calls, respectively. With uniform call arrivals, 1 = /7, 2 = 3 /7, 3 = 3 /7; where 1, 2 and 3 are the call arrival rates for one-hop, two-hop and three-hop calls, respectively. And is the call arrival rate to a macrocell area. Hence the offered traffic are ρ 1 = 1 / , ρ 2 = 2 / and ρ 3 = 3 / for one-hop, two-hop and three-hop calls, respectively. 1/ is the average call duration. The offered traffic load per macrocell is given by ρ = / Erlangs. For the seven-cell CMCN, the proposed FCA scheme can be modeled using a 13-dimensional Markov chain. The central microcell is assigned with N 0 channels and each of the six virtual microcells is assigned with N 1 channels. As shown in Figure 1( 
A state transition can be caused by one of the following six events: an arrival/departure of a one-hop, two-hop or three-hop call. Applying the global-balance theory (Kleinrock, 1975) , we can obtain one equation for each state. For example, for a state s 1 in Figure 7 , we have, By solving the matrix equation, we can get the matrix [P] . Then, the blocking probabilities, P b1 , P b2 and P b3 for one-hop call, two-hop call and three-hop call in each cell are given by, 
The average call blocking probability, P b,D , for downlink is given in (36). The exact model may result in excessive long computational time, especially for large N 0 and N 1 . To reduce the computational load, we find an approximated model with much fewer states to analyze the AFCA scheme and the detailed analysis is available in (Li & Chong, 2008) .
Numerical results and discussions
First of all, we look at the validity of our analytical models for the proposed AFCA scheme. For the hypothetical two-cell CMCN, we do not assume any value of N. We have simply used any (N 0 , N 1 ) channel combinations for a two-cell CMCN just for the purpose of validating the analytical model. These channel combinations (N 0 , N 1 ) have no physical meaning for a two-cell CMCN. As shown in Figure 8 , the simulation results match with the results obtained from the analytical model. Then, we study the performance of the seven-cell CMCN. In this simulation study, we set the total number of system channels to be N = 70. For the seven-cell CMCN, we first look at the performance of uniform FCA, where each (central or virtual) microcell has equal number of channels with (N U,c =10, N U,v =10). The simulated system consists of one macrocell which is divided into seven microcells as shown in Figure 1(b) . Calls arrive according to a Poisson process with a call arrival rate per macrocell. Call durations are exponentially distributed with a mean of 1/ . Each simulation runs until 10 million calls are processed. The 95% confidence intervals are within ±10% of the average values shown. the same coverage area as the macrocell in CMCN, with 10 channels. This is expected because in CMCNs, every multihop call in the six surrounding virtual microcells will require one channel from the central microcell to access to the BS. In other words, the central microcell needs to support all the traffic from all seven microcells, which is equivalent to the traffic in a macrocell. Since N 1 is large enough in the virtual microcells, calls are rarely blocked due to insufficient channels in the virtual microcells. Thus, the bottleneck of the performance results with N 0 in the central microcell, which is used to support all the traffic in the seven microcells. Next, we study the performance of CMCNs by increasing N 0 in the central microcell and reducing the N 1 in the six virtual microcells. Figure 9 shows the results of different channel combinations: (16, 9), (22, 8), (28, 7) . From the results, it can be seen that our proposed CMCN with the AFCA scheme is able to reduce the P b,U significantly as compared to the SCNs. If P b,U is set at 1%, the AFCA scheme can support about 2 times more traffic. For example, the CMCN with (22, 8) supports 9.6 Erlangs; while a cell in SCNs only supports 4.5 Erlangs. Furthermore, the results obtained from the approximated model can provide a good estimation for the exact model. This again validates the correctness of both analytical models. Also, the simulation results match closely with the analytical results. Table 1 shows the performance of the proposed CMCN with AFCA in different microcells under two channel combinations (10, 10) and (16, 9) at ρ=5 Erlangs. The number of call arrivals in different microcells is nearly the same because of uniform call arrivals. Performance in the six virtual microcells is statistically the same as they are homogenous. With (10, 10), the call blocking probability in microcell i, P B,i, is the same for all (central or virtual) microcells because the call blocked is due to insufficient channel in the central microcell. The call blocking probability, P B,0 in central microcell 0 is about 0.0182 under (10, 10), while it is reduced to 5.39×10 -5 under (16, 9) . This is because the increase in N 0 can reduce the call probability in the central microcell greatly. For each of the six virtual microcells, with N 0 increasing from 10 to 16 and N 1 reducing from 10 to 9, P B,i , i=1, 2, …, 6, also reduces sharply from 0.0182 to 5×10 -4 . Since a multihop call not only occupies the channels in a virtual microcell, but also requires one channel from the central microcell, a multihop call can be blocked either by lack of channels in the central microcell or in a virtual microcell. More N 0 can provide connections to the calls originated from the virtual microcells so that P B,i of the virtual microcells is reduced. Furthermore, we define another parameter, P B-own,i , which denotes the percentage that a blocked call is due to the lack of channels in microcell i. For P B-own,0 , all the calls blocked in the central microcell are due to lack of free channels in the central microcell. Thus, P B-own,0 is 1. Table 1 shows that under (10, 10), multihop calls are rarely blocked due to lack of channels in their own virtual microcells because of sufficient channels in the virtual microcells; while under (16, 9) most of the multihop blocked call is due to lack of channels in their own virtual microcells. The call blocking probabilities, P b1 , P b2 and P b3 , with different channel combinations for different ρ are shown in Figure 10 . We notice that the P b1 , P b2 and P b3 are about the same under (10, 10), which is due to the fact that all types of calls are blocked for the same reason-inadequate channels are allocated to the central microcell. As we increase N 0 by 6 and slightly reduce N 1 by 1, the P b2 and P b3 are reduced because more channels in central microcell provide more channels for setting up connections for the two-hop and three-hop calls. P b3 is higher than P b2 because three-hop calls require one more channel than two-hop calls from its virtual microcell. For channel combination of (28, 7), as there are adequate channels available in the central microcell, P b1 is close to zero. P b2 and P b3 for (28, 7) are higher than those for (16, 9) because there are not enough channels in the virtual microcells to support multihop calls. Thus, N 1 will limit the QoS of the multihop calls. Beyond the optimum combination, if we further reduce N 1 and increase N 0 , the performance will be degraded because more calls will be blocked in the virtual microcells. Fig. 10 . Uplink call blocking probability for different types of calls.
For the hypothetical two-cell CMCN, analytical results match closely with the simulation results, which are not shown here because they are of less importance as compared to that of the seven-cell CMCN. Figure 11 shows the downlink call blocking probability, P b,D , for the seven-cell CMCN with different (N 0 , N 1 ) for downlink transmission. We study the performance of CMCN by increasing N 0 in the central microcell and reducing the N 1 in the six virtual microcells. For the CMCNs, more channels are required from the central microcell for downlink transmission. Therefore, we can reduce the P b,D by increasing N 0 . With N=70 and N r =7 for uniform FCA in SCNs, each macrocell has 10 channels. From the Erlang B formula, the amount of traffic it can support at P b,D = 1% is about 4.5 Erlangs. For our CMCN, after dividing the macrocell into one central microcell and six virtual microcells, with channel combination of (34, 6), it can support about 10.5 Erlangs and the improvement factor is larger than 130%. We find that the optimum combination is (46, 4) and the capacity at P b,D = 1% is 14.2 Erlangs. If N 0 continues to increase by reducing N 1 after (46, 4), the capacity begins to decrease such as (52, 3) because there is not enough channels in surrounding virtual microcells to handle the traffic. Furthermore, the results obtained from the approximated model can provide a good estimation for the exact model. This again validates the correctness of both analytical models. Also, the simulation results match closely with the analytical results. The capacity for CMCN, shown in Figure 11 is entirely based on the P b,D . Since uplink and downlink channel assignment is different in CMCN, the system capacity will be different depending on (N 0 , N 1 ) for uplink or downlink. We define the system call blocking probability, P b,s , as the probability of lacking of either uplink or downlink channels for a new call. As uplink channel assignment and downlink channel assignment are independent, P b,s is mathematically equal to the larger value between P b,U and P b,D . Figure 11 shows P b,s for uplink channel combination, UL(N U,c =10, N U,v =10), with different downlink channel combination, DL (N D,c =N 0 , N D,v =N 1 ). For UL(10, 10) and DL(10, 10), it has the highest P b,s . As we increase N 0 in the downlink channel combination, the system capacity at P b,s = 1% is increased. This is because P b,D is higher than uplink blocking probability, P b,U , and thus, the system capacity is limited by downlink channel combination. However, further increase in N 0 for the central microcell in the downlink channel combination, such as increasing N 0 from 22 to 28, no more capacity is increased. This is because P b,U of UL(10, 10) is higher than P b,D for DL (28, 7), and the capacity is limited by UL(10, 10). Thus, further increase in N 0 in the downlink channel combination will not improve the capacity. Finally, we study the system capacity supported by the proposed AFCA scheme for uplink and downlink transmissions at P b,s = 1%. Table 2 shows the different values of system capacity supported by possible (N 0 , N 1 ) for uplink or downlink. For symmetric FCA, if we use (10, 10) for both uplink and downlink channel combinations, the system capacity is 1.53 Erlangs, which is limited by the downlink capacity, as shown in Figure 11 . Nevertheless, if we use (46, 4) instead of (10, 10) for both uplink and downlink channel combinations, the system capacity is 1.36 Erlangs, which is limited by the uplink capacity. From Table 2 , it can be seen that the maximum capacity supported by symmetric FCA is about 6.92 Erlangs with (28, 7) for both uplink and downlink channel combinations. Therefore, we need to make use of the AFCA, in which the channel combinations (N 0 , N 1 ) for uplink and downlink are different, in order to achieve larger system capacity. From Table 2 , we suggest that with channel combination of UL (22, 8) and DL(34, 6) for downlink, the maximum system capacity can be obtained to be as large as 9.31 Erlangs. Beyond the optimum combination, if we further reduce N 1 and increase N 0 , the performance will be degraded because more calls will be blocked in the virtual microcells. 
Proposed dynamic channel assignment scheme
Abovementioned results show that CMCN with AFCA can improve the system capacity. However, FCA is not able to cope with temporal changes in the traffic patterns and thus may result in deficiency. Moreover, it is not easy to obtain the optimum channel combination under the proposed AFCA, which is used to achieve the maximum system capacity. Therefore, dynamic channel assignment (DCA) is more desirable. We proposed a multihop dynamic channel assignment (MDCA) scheme that works by assigning channels based on the interference information in the surrounding cells (Chong & Leung, 2001 ). Figure 13 also shows the three most typical channel assignment scenarios: 1) One-hop Calls: One-hop calls refer to those calls originated from MSs in a central microcell, such as MS 1 in microcell A in Figure 13 . It requires one uplink channel and one downlink channel from the microcell A. The call is accepted if microcell A has at least one free uplink channel and one free downlink channel. Otherwise, the call is blocked.
Multihop dynamic channel assignment
2) Two-hop Calls: Two-hop calls refer to those calls originated from MSs in the inner half region of a virtual microcell, such as MS 2 in region B 1 of microcell B in Figure 13 . The BS is able to find another MS, RS 0 , in the central microcell acting as a RS. For uplink transmission, a two-hop call requires one uplink channel from the microcell B, for the transmission from MS 2 to RS 0 , and one uplink channel from the central microcell A, for the transmission from RS 0 to the BS. For downlink transmission, a two-hop call requires two downlink channels from the central microcell A, for the transmission from the BS to RS 0 , and from RS 0 to MS 2 , respectively. A two-hop call is accepted if all the following conditions are met: (i) there is at least one free uplink channel in microcell B; (ii) there is at least one free uplink channel in the central microcell A; and (iii) there are at least two free downlink channels in the central microcell A. Otherwise, the call is blocked.
3) Three-hop Calls: Three-hop calls refer to those calls originated from MSs in the outer half region of a virtual microcell, such as MS 3 in region B 2 of microcell B in Figure 13 . The BS is responsible for finding two other MSs, RS 1 and RS 2 , to be the RSs for the call; RS 1 is in the central microcell A and RS 2 is in the region B 1 . For uplink transmission, a three-hop call requires two uplink channels from microcell B and one uplink channel from the central microcell A. The three uplink channels are used for the transmission from MS 3 to RS 2 , from RS 2 to RS 1 and RS 1 to the BS, respectively. For downlink transmission, a three-hop call requires two downlink channels from central microcell A and one downlink channel from microcell B. A three-hop call is accepted if all the following conditions are met: (i) there is at least one free uplink channel in the central microcell A; (ii) there at least two free uplink channels in the microcell B; (iii) there are at least two free downlink channels in the central microcell A; and (iv) there is at least one free downlink channel in microcell B. Otherwise, it is blocked. The channel assignment in CMCN to a call for the uplink and downlink is unbalanced. This is different from that in SCNs, where same number of channels is allocated to a call for uplink and downlink. Under the asymmetric FCA (AFCA) for CMCN (Li & Chong, 2006) 
Interference information table
The proposed MDCA scheme works on the information provided by the Interference Information Table ( IIT) (Chong & Leung, 2001) . Two global IITs are stored in mobile switching center (MSC) for the uplink and downlink channels. The channel assignment is conducted and controlled by the MSC, instead of a BS, because a MSC has more computational resource than a BS. This features a centralized fashion of MDCA, which results more efficient usage of the system channel pool. Consequently, the BS will only assign/release channels based on the instruction from the MSC. Denote the set of interfering cells of any microcell A as I(A). The information of I(A) is stored in the Interference Constraint Table (ICT). ICT is built based on the cell configuration with a given reuse factor, N r . For a given microcell A, different reuse factor N r values will lead to different I(A). Thus, we can implement MDCA with any N r by changing I(A) information in the ICT. For example, with N r = 7 the number of interfering cells in I(A) is 18, which includes those interfering cells in the first and second tiers. For example, Table 4 shows the ICT for the simulated network in Figure 14 with N r = 7. Refer to Table 4 , the cell number corresponds to the cell coverage of each cell in Figure 14 . Table 3 shows the uplink IIT for the CMCN shown in Figure 14 , which includes the shared N system uplink channels in each cell. The downlink IIT is similar and hence not illustrated here. The content of an IIT is described as follows. 1) Used Channels: a letter 'U 11/22/33 ' in the (microcell A, channel j) box signifies that channel j is a used channel in microcell A. The subscript indicates which hop the channel is used for; 'U 11 ', 'U 22 ', 'U 33 ' refer to the first-hop channel, the second-hop channel and the third-hop channel, respectively. The first-hop channel refers to the channel used between the BS and the destined MS inside the central microcell. The second-hop channel refers to the channel used between the MS (as a RS) in the central microcell and the destined MS in the inner half of the virtual microcell. The third-hop channel refers to the channel used between the MS (as a RS) in the inner half of the virtual microcell and the destined MS in the outer half of the virtual microcell.
2) Locked Channels: a letter 'L' in (microcell A, channel j) box signifies that microcell A is not allowed to use channel j due to one cell in I(A) is using channel j. Similarly, 'nL' in (microcell A, channel j) box indicates n cells in I(A) are using channel j.
3) Free Channels: an empty (microcell A, channel j) box signifies that channel j is a free channel for microcell A. 
Interfering Cells

Channel searching strategies 1) Sequential Channel Searching (SCS):
When a new call arrives, the SCS strategy is to always search for a channel from the lower to higher-numbered channel for the first-hop uplink transmission in the central microcell. Once a free channel is found, it is assigned to the firsthop link. Otherwise, the call is blocked. The SCS strategy works in the same way to find the uplink channels for second-or third-hop links for this call if it is a multihop call. The channel searching procedure is similar for downlink channel assignment as well.
2) Packing-based Channel Searching (PCS):
The PCS strategy is to assign microcell A a free channel j which is locked in the largest number of cells in I(A). The motivation behind PCS is to attempt to minimize the effect on the channel availability in those interfering cells. We use F(A, j) to denote the number of cells in I(A) which are locked for channel j by cells not in I(A). Interestingly, F(A, j) is equal to the number of cells in I(A) with a label 'L' in channel j's column in the IIT. Then the cost for assigning a free channel j in microcell A is defined as
This cost represents the number of cells in I(A) which will not be able to use channel j as a direct result of channel j being assigned in microcell A. Mathematically, the PCS is to min ( , ) ( ) ( , ) subject to : 1 .
Since I(A) is a fixed value for a given N r , the problem can be reformulated as () max ( , ) ( , ) subject to : 1 .
where δ(X, j) is an indicator function, which has a value of 1 if channel j is locked for microcell X and 0 otherwise. Specifically, to find a channel in microcell A, the MSC checks www.intechopen.com
Channel Assignment in Multihop Cellular Networks 233 through the N channels and looks for a free channel in microcell A that has the largest F(A, j) value. If there is more than one such channel, the lower-numbered channel is selected. For example, Table 5 shows a call in cell 15 requesting a first-hop channel. Channels 1, 2 and 3 are the three free channels in cell 15. Refer to , I(15) = [2, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 34, 47, 48] with N r = 7. Since most of the cells in I(15) are locked for channel 2, it is suitable to assign channel 2 as the first-hop channel in cell 15 because F(15, 2) = 15 is largest among the F(15, j) values for j = 1, 2 and 3. The best case solution is when E(A, j) = 0. However, it might not be always feasible to find such a solution. The proposed PCS strategy attempts to minimize the cost of assigning a channel to a cell that makes E(A, j) as small as possible. Thus, it results in a sub-optimal solution. Consider an uplink IIT and a downlink IIT with C cells and N uplink and N downlink channels. The cell of interest is cell m. The worst case scenario for channel assignment using the SCS strategy is for a three-hop call when there are only three free channels with the largest channel numbers left in cell m. The channel searching for the first-hop link requires N-2 operations. Similarly, the second-hop and third-hop links require N-1 and N operations, respectively. Next, for channel updating, the MSC needs to update 19 microcells (its own cell and 18 surrounding cells) with a total of 19 channel entries for each assigned channel. Then, a total of 19×3=57 steps are required for a three-hop call set-up. Finally, after the call is completed, another 57 steps are required for channel updates. Therefore, in the worst case scenario, a three-hop call requires a total of 3(N-1)+57×2, i.e. 3(N+37) steps. Therefore, the worst case algorithm complexity (Herber, 1986) for the SCS strategy is approximated to be O (3N) . The number of operations required for the uplink and downlink are the same. The worst case algorithm complexity for the PCS strategy with N r is estimated to be O(12(N-1) [f(N r )+1]) (Herber, 1986) , where f(N r ) is number of cells in I(A) for cell A with a given N r (e.g. when N r = 7, f(N r ) = 18). This worst case algorithm complexity is calculated by estimating the number of steps required to assign channels to a three-hop call when all N channels are free. A three-hop call requires three uplink channels and three downlink channels. First, for a first-hop uplink, it takes N steps to check the channel status of all N channels in microcell A. Then, it takes 2f(N r ) steps to check the entry for each cell in I(A) for a free channel j to calculate F(A, j). Since all N channels are free, the total number of steps to obtain F(A, *) for all N channels is 2f(N r )N. Finally, it takes N-1 steps to compare the N F(A, *) values and find the largest F(A, *). Similarly, the same approach can be applied for secondand third-hop uplink to obtain F(B, *) and the complexity for uplink channel assignment is given by ( ) Since the computational complexity for downlink is the same as uplink, the total worst case algorithm complexity is simply equal to O(12(N-1)[f(N r 
4.4 Channel updating 1) Channel Assignment: when the MSC assigns the channel j in the microcell A to a call, it will (i) insert a letter 'U 11/22/33 ' with the corresponding subscript in the (microcell A, channel j) entry box of the IIT; and (ii) update the entry boxes for (I(A), channel j) by increasing the number of 'L'. 2) Channel Release: when the MSC releases the channel j in the microcell A, it will (i) empty the entry box for (microcell A, channel j); and (ii) update the entry boxes for (I(A), channel j) by reducing the number of 'L'.
Channel reassignment
When a call using channel i as a k th -hop channel in microcell A is completed, that channel i is released. The MSC will search for a channel j, which is currently used as the k th -hop channel of an ongoing call in microcell A. If E(A, i) is less than E(A, j), the MSC will reassign channel i to that ongoing call in microcell A and release channel j. CR is only executed for channels of the same type (uplink/downlink) in the same microcell. Thus, CR is expected to improve the channel availability to new calls. Mathematically, the motivation behind CR can be expressed as a reduction in the cost value:
Simulation results
The simulated network of an area consisting of 49 microcells is shown in Figure 15 . The wrap-around technique is used to avoid the boundary effect (Lin & Mak, 1994) , which results from cutting off the simulation at the edge of the simulated region. In reality, there are interactions between the cells outside the simulated region and the cells inside the simulated region. Ignorance of these interactions will cause inaccuracies in the simulation results. For example, in Figure 15 , the shaped microcell 30 has 6 neighbor cells, while a boundary cell, e.g., the shaped microcell 42 has only 3 neighbor cells. Wrap-around technique "wraps" the simulation region such that the left side is "connected" to the right side and similarly for other symmetric sides. For example, for a hexagonal-shaped simulation region, there will be three pair of sides and they will be "connected" after applying the wrap-around technique. With wrap-around technique, in Figure 15 , microcells 1, 4 and 5 will become "neighbor cells" (I & Chao, 1993) to microcell 42. Similar technique applies to other boundary cells. In this way, each of the microcells will have 6 "neighbor cells". Thus, the boundary effect is avoided. The number of system channels is N=70 (70 uplink channels and 70 downlink channels). We use N r =7 as illustration, hence a channel used in cell A cannot be reused in the first and the second tier of interfering cells of A, i.e. two-cell buffering. Two traffic models are studied: the uniform traffic model generates calls which are uniformly distributed according to a Poisson process with a call arrival rate per macrocell area, while the hot-spot traffic model only generates higher call arrival rate in particular microcells. Call durations are exponentially distributed with a mean of 1/ . The offered traffic to a macrocell is given by ρ= / . Each simulation runs until 100 million calls are processed. The 95% confidence intervals are within ±10% of the average values shown. For the FCA in SCNs, the results are obtained from Erlang B formula with N/7 channels per macrocell. Figure 16 shows both the uplink and downlink call blocking probability, i.e. P b,U and P b,D . Notice that the P b,U is always higher than the P b,D due to the asymmetric nature of multihop transmission in CMCN that downlink transmission takes more channels from the central microcell than uplink transmission. The channels used in the central microcells can be reused in the other central microcells with minimum reuse distance without having to be concerned about the co-channel interference constraint, because two-cell buffering is already in place. The system capacity based on P b,U = 1% for MDCA with SCS and PCS are 15.3 and 16.3 Erlangs, respectively. With PCS-CR (channel reassignment), the capacity of MDCA is increased by 0.4 Erlangs. Figure 17 shows the average call blocking probabilities for FCA and DCA-WI for SCNs (Chong & Leung, 2001) , AFCA for CMCN (Li & Chong, 2006) Figure 18 shows the uplink blocking probabilities, P b1 , P b2 and P b3 , for one-hop, two-hop and three-hop calls respectively. As expected, P b3 is generally higher than P b2 , and P b2 is higher than P b1 . The blocking probabilities for the three types of calls are lower for MDCA when using the PCS strategy as opposed to the SCS strategy. This is because the PCS strategy improves the channel availability and thus reduces the blocking probabilities of the three types of calls. The PCS-CR is not included in Figure 18 because the purpose CR will simply enhance the advantage of PCS by minimizing the effect of assigning a channel on the channel availability of the whole system. Figure 19 illustrates the performance of MDCA with a larger number of system channels, when N=210. The Erlang B formula calculates that a SCN with N=210 can support only 20.3 Erlangs. The capacity for DCA-WI is 25.2 Erlangs. The capacity of CMCN with the optimum AFCA channel combination AFCA-UL(72, 23)-DL(144, 11) is 54.4 Erlangs at P b,U =1%. The MDCA using the SCS, PCS and PCS-CR strategies can support 61.5 Erlangs, 62.7 Erlangs and 63.7 Erlangs, respectively. Therefore, the MDCA sustains its advantage over conventional FCA, network-based DCA for SCNs and AFCA even for a large number of system channels. 
Simulation results with uniform traffic
Simulation results with hot-spot traffic
First, as in (I & Chao, 1993) , we adopted the same methodology to study the performance of MDCA with the static hot-spot traffic. Two scenarios are simulated. As shown in Figure 20 , microcell 24 is chosen for the isolated one hot-spot model and microcells 2, 9, 17, 24, 31, 39, 46 are chosen to form the expressway model. First, each of the seven macrocells is initially loaded with a fixed nominal amount of traffic, which would cause 1% blocking if the conventional FCA were used. Next, we increase the traffic load in hot-spot microcells until the call blocking in any hot-spot microcell reaches 1%. Then we can obtain the capacity values for the hot-spot microcells areas. With N = 70, each of the seven macrocells will be initially loaded at 4.46 Erlangs. In other words, each microcell is loaded with 0.637 Erlangs. We increase the traffic load for hot-spot cells, while keeping the traffic in non-hot-spot microcells at 0.637 Erlangs/Microcell. As shown in Figure 21 , for the isolated one hot-spot model, FCA, AFCA and MDCA supports about 0.6 Erlangs, 9 Erlangs and 38 Erlangs per microcell, respectively. For the expressway model, FCA, AFCA and MDCA supports about 0.6 Erlangs, 1 Erlangs and 6 Erlangs per microcell, respectively. It can be seen that MDCA has a huge capacity to alleviate the blocking in hot-spot cells. Significant capacity improvements of MDCA have been observed with a larger N, e.g. N = 210, with uniform and hop-spot traffic. Same conclusion can be drawn that MDCA has a huge capacity to alleviate the blocking in hot-spot cells. Finally, we investigate the performance of MDCA with a dynamic hot-spot traffic scenario and compare MDCA with AFCA. Under this traffic model, 7 hot-spot microcells are randomly selected from the 49 microcells shown in Figure 15 . During the simulation, each data point is obtained by simulating the channel assignment for a period of with 1000 million calls. This period is divided into 10 equal intervals. For each interval, 7 hot-spot microcells are dynamically distributed over the 49-cell network by random selection. The average call blocking statistics are collected from the 7 hot-spot microcells from each interval. Notice that the selection of 7 hot-spot microcells is conducted for every interval and no two intervals will use the identical set of hot-spot microcells. At the end of the simulation, we calculate the average call blocking probability over the 10 intervals. The traffic load in those non-hot-spot microcells is always 0.637 Erlangs/microcells according to the static hot-spot traffic model. Figure 22 shows the capacity results for AFCA and MDCA with the dynamic hot-spot traffic scenario with N = 70 channels. MDCA and AFCA supports about 5.2 Erlangs and 1.0 Erlangs, respectively, at 1% call blocking. We can see that MDCA outperforms AFCA due to its flexibility of handling dynamic traffic distribution.
Conclusion
Clustered multihop cellular network (CMCN) is proposed as a compliment to traditional single-hop cellular networks (SCNs). A channel assignment, namely asymmetric fixed channel assignment (AFCA) is further proposed for the use in CMCNs. To analyze its performance, we have developed two multi-dimensional Markov chain models, including an exact model and an approximated model. The approximated model results in lower computational complexity and provides a good accuracy. Both models are validated through computer simulations and they matched with each other closely. Results show that the CMCN AFCA can increase the spectrum efficiency significantly. The system capacity can be improved greatly by increasing the number of channels assigned to the central microcell and decreasing the number of channels in the surrounding microcells. With optimum channel combination in the CMCN, the capacity can be doubled as compared to traditional SCNs. We continued to investigate the feasibility of applying DCA scheme for MCN-type systems. A multihop DCA (MDCA) scheme with two channel searching strategies is proposed for clustered MCNs (CMCNs). Then, the computational complexity of the proposed MDCA with the two channel searching strategies is analyzed. A channel reassignment procedure is also investigated. Results show that MDCA can improve the system capacity greatly as compared to FCA and DCA-WI for SCNs and AFCA for CMCNs. Furthermore, MDCA can efficiently handle the hot-spot traffic. In our analysis of fixed channel assignment scheme, we assumed that the MS population is infinite and RSs can be always found when a two-hop or three-hop call is concerned. Note that depending on the MS density, there would actually be an associated probability of finding a RS. It will cause serious difficulties with the analysis to incorporate the associated probability of finding a RS into the analytical models. Therefore, it has been left as part of our future work. Adachi, Tomoko, & Nakagawa, Masao, (1998 
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